Ultra-Light Aircraft-Based Hyperspectral and Colour-Infrared Imaging to Identify Deciduous Tree Species in an Urban Environment
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Abstract: One may consider the application of remote sensing as a trade-off between the imaging platforms, sensors, and data gathering and processing techniques. This study addresses the potential of hyperspectral imaging using ultra-light aircraft for vegetation species mapping in an urban environment, exploring both the engineering and scientific aspects related to imaging platform design and image classification methods. An imaging system based on simultaneous use of Rikola frame format hyperspectral and Nikon D800E adopted colour infrared cameras installed onboard a Bekas X32 manned ultra-light aircraft is introduced. Two test imaging flight missions were conducted in July of 2015 and September of 2016 over a 4000 ha area in Kaunas City, Lithuania. Sixteen and 64 spectral bands in 2015 and 2016, respectively, in a spectral range of 500–900 nm were recorded with colour infrared images. Three research questions were explored assessing the identification of six deciduous tree species: (1) Pre-treatment of spectral features for classification, (2) testing five conventional machine learning classifiers, and (3) fusion of hyperspectral and colour infrared images. Classification performance was assessed by applying leave-one-out cross-validation at the individual crown level and using as a reference at least 100 field inventoried trees for each species. The best-performing classification algorithm—multilayer perceptron, using all spectral properties extracted from the hyperspectral images—resulted in a moderate classification accuracy. The overall classification accuracy was 63%, Cohen’s Kappa was 0.54, and the species-specific classification accuracies were in the range of 51–72%. Hyperspectral images resulted in significantly better tree species classification ability than the colour infrared images and simultaneous use of spectral properties extracted from hyperspectral and colour infrared images improved slightly the accuracy over the 2015 image. Even though classifications using hyperspectral data cubes of 64 bands resulted in relatively larger accuracies than with 16 bands, classification error matrices were not statistically different. Alternative imaging platforms (like an unmanned aerial vehicle and a Cessna 172 aircraft) and settings of the flights were discussed using simulated imaging projects assuming the same study area and field of application. Ultra-light aircraft-based hyperspectral and colour-infrared imaging was considered to be a technically and economically sound solution for urban green space inventories to facilitate tree mapping, characterization, and monitoring.
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1. Introduction

Remote sensing is the science and art of gathering information about an object of interest through analysing data acquired by a sensor that is not in contact with the object [1]. Thus, we must accept the necessity of dealing with very diverse platforms, sensors, data processing approaches, motivations, and experiences. Thus, the operational application of remote sensing can be understood as a process of trade-offs among the spectral, temporal, and spatial properties of captured images [2], bearing in mind the quality, speed, and price of the final product. Numerous fields of remote sensing applications are supported by an increasing volume of scientific research, aimed at improving the quality of the acquired information. The current study investigated the use of cost-efficient remote sensing solutions in a very specific activity, which could, in principle, be implemented by human-survey based techniques. Specifically, we discuss the ease and cost-effectiveness potential of using remotely sensed data to facilitate urban green space inventories and monitoring. The role of green spaces in an urban environment and the importance of their management for society is difficult to underestimate [3]. Trees are important as they regulate urban climates, air and acoustic pollution, accumulate CO₂, provide cultural services through recreation and education, and deliver supporting services for human well-being and habitats for biodiversity, etc. [4–8].

The quality and quantity of services and other benefits that trees can deliver need to be assessed and monitored, delivering characteristics of available trees and information on their development, including their responses to changing climate conditions, resistance to pathogenic agents, species invasiveness, etc. [9–16]. Thus, to keep such information up to date and to use it for spatial planning and management, inventories of green spaces in urban environments have been introduced, e.g., the urban green space inventory in Kaunas City, Lithuania, first launched in 2012, which was chosen as a study area for our research [17]. It aimed to map and catalogue individual trees, small groups of trees, and alleys, and estimate their dendrometric characteristics, as well as the health condition of trees to support spatial planners in making effective management decisions. When summarising the experiences gained in undertaking the urban green space inventories and monitoring, numerous issues need to be mentioned, such as the high inventory costs, the lack of experienced personnel or level of professionalism of the involved personnel, the accessibility of “fenced” areas, insufficient resources to undertake further monitoring, and database updating—these issues have been reported also in other cities [14,15,18]. Thus, this indicates the need to look for new techniques to build an inventory, and to monitor green spaces in urban environments. Remote sensing is considered as such a technique and has the potential to make the procedures more reliable, cheap, and less labour intensive, delivering spatially explicit results and providing the opportunity to estimate properties of inventoried objects that cannot be objectively seen by the human eye.

The application of remote sensing based on the use of satellite images and aerial photography has already long been operational in inventorying trees or groups of trees in cities [8,18–24]. Trees have also been manually mapped using orthographic maps originating from aerial photography in Lithuanian inventories of urban trees [17]. However, the methodological framework for the urban application of remote sensing is primarily taken from conventional forest inventories, which may fail in different environments. As the focus is on individual trees rather than on forest stands, the number of three species is much larger and there are different tree characteristics needed, e.g., the total number of tree species identified in Lithuanian stand-wise forest inventory is 29, with just eight species considered as being important for forest management [25]; however, there are 147 taxa of woody plants—96 tree species, 49 shrubs, and two vines—in public parks of Kaunas City, which need to be treated as equally important in the management of urban green spaces. Thus, accepting that multi-spectral data has proven to be successful in the classification of forest types or species in conventional forest inventories, we need to look for solutions to improve the performance of remote sensing when dealing with a variety of tree species. As a solution, we consider hyperspectral imaging.

Hyperspectral remote sensing collects reflectance data in narrow spectral bands (~10 nm or less) across a wide spectral range [26]. Due to the high spectral resolution, hyperspectral sensors
enhance the ability to obtain information facilitating the discrimination of species and prediction of dendrometric and even physiological, chemical, and genetic characteristics of plants [27–33]. Hyperspectral imaging has also been successful for tree species mapping in urban areas [34–36]. Processing methods used for mapping vegetation species can be divided into two groups: Pixel-based approaches and object-based approaches. In the first case, each pixel of remotely sensed imagery is associated with a certain class that represents the objects being analysed. In the context of hyperspectral imagery, the images are first pre-treated to improve the image quality or reduce redundant dimensionality. Then, pixel-level classification is applied using a variety of supervised or unsupervised algorithms allocating each pixel to a certain class according to the properties of the initial or transformed (or both) feature spaces [37–40]. The object-based approach firstly involves image segmentation to a group of spectrally similar and spatially proximate pixels into some objects, followed by the specification or classification of the object. Objects are delineated manually or using some computer-based segmentation algorithm. Then, the objects are classified according to their spectral, textural, and contextual properties [41–45]. Advantages of object-based approaches over the pixel-based ones are reported in several studies, especially involving the use of very high spatial resolution imagery [41,44,45]. Then, among numerous methodological approaches, machine-learning classifiers have already shown good potential for vegetation mapping [39,46], and may be considered as a good trade-off between basic statistical/distance-based classifiers and deep learning ones [47,48], requiring massive training data and large computational time [49]. The classification accuracy is usually improved using the fusion of hyperspectral imagery with other remotely-sensed data, like airborne laser scanning and high spatial resolution colour-infrared aerial digital imagery [36,46,50]. However, most previous studies used high level hyperspectral imaging equipment (e.g., Multispectral Infrared Visible Imaging Spectrometer (MIVIS), Airborne Visible InfraRed Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS), HyMap, or HySpex cameras), which share some common features. Namely, they are relatively expensive, both in terms of installation and operation costs, require the availability of high-performance equipment, including the sensor and platform installation, as well as highly-skilled operators, and are applicable under strictly specified weather, flying, and data processing conditions.

The rapidly developing technology and use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which provide images with ultrahigh spatial resolution at a user-defined spatio-temporal scale and under poor imaging conditions, simultaneously being cheap and relatively easy to operate even for unprofessional, but numerous, users may be a promising alternative to overcome the above-mentioned issues [51,52]. There are reports on the use of UAVs as a platform for the mapping of urban trees [53,54]. UAVs can be equipped with hyperspectral sensors too [46,55,56]. However, the limitations of UAVs, in the context of their urban application, remain their operational safety restrictions, limited endurance and payload, and the vast number of small-format digital images acquired at different lighting conditions and flight altitudes, thus requiring tough photogrammetric and radiometric processing before extracting the information. In this study, the use of an ultra-light aircraft (ULA) equipped with a relatively cheap hyperspectral sensor is suggested as a potential alternative to UAV. For the ULA, we consider an aircraft with a maximum take-off weight of 450 kg and a maximum stall speed of 65 km/h. This solution has already proven its potential in forest monitoring [57] and precision agriculture [58] related applications.

The current study addresses the potential of hyperspectral imaging using ultra-light aircraft for vegetation species mapping. It explores both the engineering and scientific aspects related to acquisition platform design and to object-based image classification methods. Several machine-learning classifiers are compared focusing on their performance using the proposed image acquisition solution. We hypothesize that the hyperspectral imagery outperforms the colour-infrared imagery in the context of urban tree inventory-focused applications under certain conditions and assuming similar levels of costs involved. We discuss that the use of ULAs enables more flexibility in trade-offs to be made between the properties of images acquired compared to other imaging solutions. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the materials and methods are presented, including the introduction of imaging system, used data, and image processing methods. In Section 3, the results of mapping
six deciduous tree species over our study area in Kaunas city, Lithuania, are introduced. In Section 4, we discuss and explain the results. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5. Finally, we specify the parameters used with different classification methods in Appendix A.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study was carried out in the city of Kaunas, which is located in the central part of Lithuania (54°53′50″ N, 23°53′10″ E) at the confluence of the Neris and Nemunas rivers. Green spaces, such as city forests, parks, groves, gardens, and agricultural areas, cover 53% of the total area (~15,700 ha) of the city. The climate is humid continental, with an average annual temperature of approximately 6 °C, and the population is around 300,000. The ground surface is relatively flat, with some depressions along the rivers, and with an average of ~100 m above sea level.

2.2. Imaging System

The imaging system was installed on board a Bekas X32 aircraft (Lilienthal Aviation, Kharkiv, Ukraine), operated by the private aviation company, UAB Vilkas Avia. The aircraft used for the project (Figure 1a) was a two-seat, high-wing, single-engine pusher ultralight machine. The flight endurance of this aircraft is 6 h, with a normal fuel load and a cruising speed of 120 km/h. Normally, the speed used for imaging missions is 100 km/h. Other technical characteristics of the aircraft are length, 6.55 m; wingspan, 9.00 m; height, 2.00 m; wing area, 12.33 m²; maximum take-off weight, 495 kg; and powerplant, 1 × Rotax 912 (100 hp). To install the equipment, an originally developed aviation container was attached beneath the cockpit. The imaging system was based on the simultaneous use of Rikola hyperspectral (Senop Oy, Oulu, Finland, hereafter referred to as HSI) and Nikon D800E cameras. The Rikola HSI camera, which is based on a tuneable Fabry–Pérot interferometer, provides a real spectral response in each pixel over the range of 500–900 nm, i.e., no interpolation is used [60].
Sixteen programmable consecutive bands (flying mode using $1024 \times 1024$ pixels frame) with a full width at a half maximum (FWHM) of ~10 nm were obtained in 2015; however, in 2016, the camera was upgraded by the manufacturer to deliver up to 65 bands. The camera opening angle for Rikola is $37^\circ$. The broadband Nikon D800E CIR camera used for this project was converted and reconfigured to capture in the near–infrared (770–950 nm), red + near–infrared (550–850 nm), and green + near–infrared (530–630 nm) bands. The Nikon D800E camera was equipped with 28 mm lenses for the project. The image width and length in pixels was $7360 \times 4912$, and the camera opening angle was $-63^\circ$.

2.3. Imaging Missions and Image Processing

The total area of aerial imaging was around 4000 ha. Two imaging missions were conducted (Figure 2): 17 July 2015 from 11:55 h (UTC) to 12:46 h (UTC), with sun angles of 52.75–46.80 degrees, and 11 September 2016 from 09:15 h (UTC) to 10:41 h (UTC), with sun angles of 33.48–38.74 degrees. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Solar calculator [61] calculated the apparent position of the sun at the time of image acquisition. The flight characteristics for both missions were planned to be the same, i.e., the same flight plan was used. Flight planning was done in ArcGIS v10.6 (Esri Inc., Redlands, CA, USA) using EnsoMosaic FlyPlan v7 software (MosaicMill Oy, Vantaa, Finland). Flight parameters were exported to the formats required by the NavCam v7.1.0.0 software used for the flight control. The flight altitude above the ground level was 1000–1100 m. As both cameras were triggered at the same time, the side and forward overlaps differed. HSI images were captured with 50% sine and 65% forward overlaps, and the figures for CIR images were, respectively, 70% and 70%. The nominal resulting spatial resolution of the acquired original images was 0.65 m for HSI and 0.17 m for CIR. The weather conditions during both flights were quite similar; however, cumulus clouds were present during the first mission, resulting in some shadowed spots on the images. Such images were used for photogrammetric processing to obtain continuous mosaics; however, they were excluded from further tree identification-related studies.

![Figure 2. Location of the study area and flight strips and locations of tree inventory area (source of background map in reference [62]).](image_url)
developed eight rotor wing UAV [58] and a Cessna 172 aircraft [63]. Assuming numerous potential options to compare, we restricted the discussion to the most relevant imaging alternatives for HSI and CIR applications in inventories of urban green spaces. We considered only imaging settings with a frame interval equal to or above 4 s, assuming the maximum time needed to store the captured HSI images.

The major difference between the 2015 and 2016 missions was the number of spectral bands used for the HSI images. Sixteen spectral bands at approximately every 25 nm starting from 503 nm were recorded in 2015, while the number of bands was increased up to 64 in 2016 (at approximately every 5 nm). The spectral settings of the HSI camera used in both missions are given in Table 1. Wavelength sequences defining the central wavelength and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) combinations and the band imaging order were created using Rikola hyperspectral imager software v2.1 and uploaded to an initialized memory card of the camera. A dark reference image was always captured manually before each flight with the lenses covered with the same exposure times and band sequences as used for the mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Setting Type</th>
<th>Setting Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17 July 2015</td>
<td>Central wavelength, nm</td>
<td>503.36; 528.29; 553.46; 578.03; 602.93; 628.42; 653.17; 677.93; 703.02; 728.01;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>753.40; 778.07; 803.20; 827.90; 852.71; 877.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 July 2015</td>
<td>Full width at half maximum, nm</td>
<td>10.22; 10.34; 8.92; 9.60; 12.03; 11.24; 10.15; 10.73; 9.18; 9.00; 8.94; 8.67;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.03; 10.06; 14.07; 13.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 September 2016</td>
<td>Central wavelength, nm</td>
<td>503.45; 508.36; 513.89; 520.07; 528.13; 532.48; 538.10; 544.37; 533.18; 556.33;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>562.03; 568.38; 574.12; 578.59; 586.29; 592.09; 597.90; 602.43; 610.23; 616.11;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>621.00; 628.56; 634.49; 637.80; 653.29; 657.99; 664.05; 670.11; 677.53; 682.26;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>688.34; 694.42; 699.84; 703.23; 712.05; 718.16; 724.26; 728.56; 735.85; 741.99;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>748.14; 753.60; 760.44; 765.92; 772.09; 776.28; 784.44; 789.94; 796.14; 803.03;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>807.85; 814.06; 820.28; 827.89; 832.04; 838.28; 843.50; 852.61; 855.66; 861.76;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>867.87; 878.08; 880.13; 892.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 September 2016</td>
<td>Full width at half maximum, nm</td>
<td>12.35; 12.11; 11.86; 11.61; 11.31; 11.16; 10.98; 10.80; 10.58; 10.50; 10.38;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.25; 10.15; 10.07; 9.94; 9.86; 9.77; 9.71; 9.60; 9.52; 9.43; 9.33; 9.24;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.18; 9.56; 9.54; 9.52; 9.49; 9.45; 9.42; 9.38; 9.34; 9.30; 9.27; 9.20; 9.15;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.10; 9.05; 8.99; 8.93; 8.87; 8.82; 8.76; 8.72; 8.67; 8.62; 8.57; 8.53; 8.50;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.46; 8.44; 8.41; 8.39; 8.37; 8.37; 12.93; 12.80; 12.76; 12.68; 12.60; 12.47;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.45; 12.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to two types of images (i.e., HSI and CIR), GPS, and orientation sensor readings and the time of each exposure were downloaded for further photogrammetric processing. The Rikola camera produced hypercubes in its own format together with associated metadata, along with the task file with information needed to compile the hypercube from the raw data. ViewNX2 v2.10.3 software by Nikon was used to process the raw captured CIR images into tagged image file format (TIFF) files.

Captured Rikola images from both missions were pre-processed using the tools of the camera manufacturer. First, the vignetting effect and noise were removed, and digital number values were converted into radiance (Watts/(m² × srad × µm)). Then, all bands in every frame were co-registered using Coregistering v1.1 software by Rikola and converted into TIFF files. This procedure involves dealing with non-aligned spectral bands due to the time-sequential imaging principle, i.e., each band of the data cube has a different position and orientation, and, assuming 10 ms exposure time for each band used, the shift between the 1st and 64th bands may amount to 40 m on the ground. Special treatments to obtain the co-registered Rikola bands have been suggested in other studies, like independent photogrammetric processing of all bands and co-registration of mosaics [58]; however, we have observed that with relatively low aircraft speeds and high imaging altitudes the Coregistering v1.1 software works well in forested and urban areas with dense vegetation. Nevertheless, the co-registration quality was manually checked on all images and bands beforehand to
proceed with further processing. We believe that band co-registration issues have not been larger than
one pixel around the studied crowns. All photogrammetric processing (including aerial triangulation,
creation of the surface model for orthorectification, and mosaicking) was done using EnsoMOSAIC
v7.6.0.1 software [63]. The pixel size of the resulting mosaic was 0.7. The geometric quality of
achieved mosaics was checked using orthophoto maps for Kaunas City available from the Spatial
Information Portal of Lithuania [64]. Atmospheric correction was implemented in the ENVI v5.3
(Harris Geospatial Solutions, Inc., Broomfield, CO, USA) module FLAASH, based on a modified
version of the MODTRAN4 radiation transfer code [65]. The 820 nm water feature and mid-latitude
summer atmospheric model were used with no predefined aerosol model. The aerosol amount in air
was estimated by visibility, which was set to 40 km. The minimum noise fraction (MNF) procedure [66]
was applied to decorrelate and denoise the data.

Vignetting effect removal and filtering of spectral bands on CIR images was carried out using
RapidToolbox32 v2.2.20 software (PIEneering Oy, Helsinki, Finland) to obtain clear near–infrared
(−750–940 nm), red (−560–760 nm), and green (−470–630 nm) bands, i.e., to remove the near–infrared
(NIR) portion in the visible spectrum. Other photogrammetric treatments of CIR images were
conducted in the same way as for HSI images. The pixel size of resulting CIR mosaics was 0.2 m.

2.4. Tree Data Collection

The initial data source to locate the trees in the field was information available from the inventory
of green spaces in Kaunas City [67]. First, the trees were identified on the mosaic using materials
from the year 2015 imaging mission (first on HSI and then on CIR), and their crown projections were
manually digitized in ArcGIS v10.6 and stored as polygons in a geographic information systems
(GIS) database, providing the tree attributes were compatible with the ones in the database from the
inventory of Kaunas green spaces. Then, the preliminary lists of tree species of interest were created,
with the aim of obtaining a sufficient number of trees concentrated in the central part of Kaunas.
Finally, the trees were checked in the field by an experienced dendrologist to confirm whether the
tree identification was correct and to make any adjustments, if needed. Only six tree species with
approximately 100 or more crowns identified on one mosaic were included in further studies (Table 2).
The same tree crowns were appropriately detected, identified, and validated on both 2016 mosaics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Number of Crowns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image Acquisition in 2015</td>
<td>Image Acquisition in 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSI</td>
<td>CIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver birch</td>
<td>Betula pendula Roth</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse chestnut</td>
<td>Aesculus hippocastanum L.</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway maple</td>
<td>Acer platanoides L.</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box elder</td>
<td>Acer negundo L.</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-leaved lime</td>
<td>Tilia cordata Mill.</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black locust</td>
<td>Robinia pseudoacacia L.</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Classification Approaches and Accuracy Assessment

The spectral features were extracted for zones corresponding to each crown projection polygon.
They were manually digitized and stored in a GIS database, using the Zonal Statistics tool of ArcGIS
v10.6 software, as the pixel mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation for each image band.
As the majority of crowns received spectral features from CIR and HSI images, we further investigated
the classification performance using CIR and HSI images separately as well as using spectral features
from CIR and HSI images together, which we later called fused CIR and HSI images.
The number of spectral features (ranging from 12 in the CIR images to 256 in the HSI images from
the 2016 mission) with potentially different prediction abilities and potentially correlated between
each other were acquired. Several approaches were tested to investigate the effects of feature selection on the classification:

1. No feature selection, i.e., all extracted features were used in the classification. Hereafter, this feature selection approach is referred to as “all spectral features”.

2. Spectral features were processed using a principal components (PC) analysis and transformation of the data in conjunction with a Ranker search, installed in Weka v3.8.2 software [68]. The number of PCs used in the classification was determined by choosing enough eigenvectors to account for 95% of the variance in the original data. The number of PCs used was 4 and 3 with CIR images (for the 2015 and 2016 missions, respectively), 7 and 9 with HSI, and 7 and 11 with fused CIR and HSI spectral properties. Hereafter, this feature selection approach is referred to as “principal components”.

3. Correlation-based feature selection following the approach described in reference [46], which used a similar sensor in their study (hereafter, “correlation-based feature selection”). This approach is suggested for creating feature subsets correlating highly with the class value, but with low internal correlation between individual features. Weka v.3.8.2 software was used to perform the feature selection. It allows several search algorithms to be utilised to evaluate the feature subsets. We applied three different search methods, as in reference [46]:
   a. GeneticSearch, which is based on using the simple genetic algorithm to perform the search;
   b. BestFirst, which searches the space of attribute subsets by greedy hill climbing augmented with a backtracking facility; and
   c. GreedyStepWise, which performs a greedy forward or backward search through the space of attribute subsets.

First, each feature selection method was tested using 10-fold cross-validation. For the best features in each method, the ones, which were selected at least eight times in the 10 runs, were chosen. Finally, the set of features used in classification was created from the features listed among the best ones at least twice. Additionally, we conducted the feature selection using the GeneticSearch only. However, this approach did not result in better results than feature selection using all three methods; thus, we do not discuss it further.

Five classification algorithms—machine learning classifiers—were tested in our study for the accuracy of identification of the mentioned six deciduous tree species: (1) Simple Bayes methods: Naive Bayes [69]; (2) instance-based: k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) [70]; (3) ensemble method: RandomForest [71]; (4) non-linear methods: Multilayer perceptron (MLP) [72]; and (5) decision trees: C 4.5 [73].

Weka v3.8.2 software was used to conduct the classification. The parameters used with different classification methods are summarized in Appendix A. To choose the \( k \) value for the k-NN classification algorithm, we tested options ranging from 1 to 20. The best classification performance was achieved using a \( k \) value of 10, practically irrespective of the input data; thus, all classification tests using the instance-based algorithm are based on \( k = 10 \).

Leave-one-out cross-validation was used to check the classification performance. The validation statistics used to evaluate the general accuracy and reliability of the classification model were overall accuracy and Cohen’s Kappa:

\[
Kappa = \frac{\text{Observed accuracy} - \text{Expected accuracy}}{1 - \text{Expected accuracy}},
\]

\[
\text{Observed accuracy} = \text{Overall accuracy} = \frac{tp}{N},
\]

\[
\text{Expected accuracy} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{n_{l_i}}{N} \times \frac{n_{c_i}}{N},
\]
where \( tp \) refers to the number of samples predicted to be positive that are, in fact, positive; \( k \) refers to the number of classes; \( nt_i \) refers to the number of samples truly in class \( i \); \( nc_i \) refers to the number of samples assigned to class \( i \); and \( N \) refers to the total number of samples.

The interpretation of Cohen’s Kappa was taken from reference [74], as follows: Under 0 “poor”, 0–0.2 “slight”, 0.2–0.4 “fair”, 0.4–0.6 “moderate”, 0.6–0.8 “substantial”, and 0.8–1.0 “almost perfect”.

Class-specific classification performance was evaluated using precision (producer’s accuracy), recall (user’s accuracy), the \( F \)-score (the harmonic mean of recall and precision), and confusion matrices:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{tp}{tp + fp},
\]

(4)

where \( fp \) refers to the number of samples predicted positive that are, in fact, negative;

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{tp}{tp + fn},
\]

(5)

where \( fn \) refers to the number of samples predicted negative that are, in fact, positive; and

\[
F - \text{score} = 2 \times \frac{\text{Recall} \times \text{Precision}}{\text{Recall} + \text{Precision}}
\]

(6)

The \( Z \) statistic was used to test whether two classification error matrices were statistically different:

\[
Z = \frac{|\hat{\kappa}_1 - \hat{\kappa}_2|}{\sqrt{\text{var}(\hat{\kappa}_1) + \text{var}(\hat{\kappa}_2)}},
\]

(7)

where \( \text{var}(\hat{\kappa}_1) \) and \( \text{var}(\hat{\kappa}_2) \) refer to the variances of the respective matrices.

3. Results

The performance of classification algorithms to separate six deciduous tree species differed (Table 3); however, in practically all cases, multilayer perceptron resulted in the highest classification accuracies and achieved performance (i.e., Cohen’s Kappa overall classification accuracy values), if using all, or selected, bands. The use of the RandomForest classifier resulted in a usually lower classification accuracy than the multilayer perceptron, but higher than the application of the naïve Bayes, k-NN, and C 4.5 classifiers. All classifiers delivered similarly poor results if using principal component transformation as a solution to choose the most effective spectral features. Choosing eigenvectors to account for more than 95% of the variance in the original data did not affect the classification results. Thus, we focus on the multilayer perceptron when discussing other aspects of our study. We did not manage to achieve any improvement in classification accuracies by introducing the selection of spectral features, i.e., using all spectral features resulted in slightly better or similar classification accuracies than applying correlation-based feature selection. Generally, if using the best performing classification approach, the overall accuracy of classification of six deciduous tree species could be interpreted as being on the edge of fair and moderate if using CIR images, and moderate if using HSI images.
Table 3. Classification accuracies and Cohen’s Kappa values achieved using different approaches to classify six urban deciduous tree species.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>All Spectral Features</th>
<th>Correlation Based Feature Selection</th>
<th>Principal Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall Accuracy</td>
<td>Kappa</td>
<td>Overall Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mission 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mission 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikon colour-infrared images</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForest</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer Perceptron</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 4.5</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rikola hyperspectral images</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForest</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer Perceptron</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 4.5</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusing hyperspectral and colour-infrared data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForest</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer Perceptron</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>55.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 4.5</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikon colour-infrared images</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForest</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer Perceptron</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>46.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 4.5</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rikola hyperspectral images</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForest</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer Perceptron</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>58.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 4.5</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusing hyperspectral and colour-infrared data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForest</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>47.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer Perceptron</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>62.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 4.5</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of hyperspectral Rikola images to separate deciduous tree species was more accurate than the use of CIR images—the differences were usually statistically significant (Table 4). When taking the best performing multilayer perceptron classification algorithm and using all extracted spectral features as the input, the Cohen’s Kappa values increased from 0.39 for CIR to 0.46 for HSI (2015 mission with 16-band HSI), and from 0.41 for CIR to 0.54 for HSI (2016 mission with 64-HSI bands). The fusion of HSI Rikola and CIR Nikon image data (using HSI and CIR spectral properties, extracted for the same tree crowns together) resulted in the highest overall classification accuracy for the 2015 mission case—the Cohen’s Kappa’s gain due to incorporating the CIR image data was 6% (i.e., from 0.46 to 0.49), although this was not statistically significant ($Z = 0.74$). However, no positive impact was observed for the 2016 mission. Classifications using HSI data achieved in 2016 with all extracted spectral features for 64 bands resulted in relatively larger accuracies than with the data from 2015 mission (16 bands)—the Cohen’s Kappas were 0.54 and 0.46. Nevertheless, the classification error matrices were not statistically different ($Z = 1.88$), even though they were not too far from being significant.
Table 4. The significance of the differences in classification accuracy depending on the classification approaches (Z statistics—statistically significant are marked bold).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compared Cases</th>
<th>Feature Selection</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Naïve Bayes</th>
<th>k-NN</th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
<th>Multilayer Perceptron</th>
<th>C 4.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIR 2015 vs. HSI 2015</td>
<td>All spectral features</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR 2016 vs. HSI 2016</td>
<td>All spectral features</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR 2015 vs. HSI 2015</td>
<td>Correlation-based feature selection</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR 2016 vs. HSI 2016</td>
<td>Correlation-based feature selection</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR 2015 vs. HSI 2015</td>
<td>Principal components</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR 2016 vs. HSI 2016</td>
<td>Principal components</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused CIR/HSI 2015 vs. HSI 2015</td>
<td>All spectral features</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused CIR/HSI 2016 vs. HSI 2016</td>
<td>All spectral features</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused CIR/HSI 2015 vs. HSI 2015</td>
<td>Correlation-based feature selection</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused CIR/HSI 2016 vs. HSI 2016</td>
<td>Correlation-based feature selection</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused CIR/HSI 2015 vs. HSI 2015</td>
<td>Principal components</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused CIR/HSI 2016 vs. HSI 2016</td>
<td>Principal components</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSI 2015 vs. HSI 2015</td>
<td>All spectral features</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSI 2015 vs. HSI 2016</td>
<td>Correlation-based feature selection</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSI 2015 vs. HSI 2016</td>
<td>Principal components</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The species-specific results are summarized in Table 5 and illustrated in Figure 3. Here, we present the results achieved using the best performing approach, multilayer perceptron, and all extracted spectral features as the inputs. If using CIR images, only two species—Norway maple and small-leaved lime—were correctly classified on more than 50% of the instances, even though the average F-score was around 0.5, i.e., 0.478 for 2015 mission and 0.503 for 2016 mission. The relatively larger recall than precision for Norway maple and small-leaved lime could have been influenced by the slightly greater use of those species. Box elder and silver birch were the relatively worst classified tree species. None of the species had F-scores below 0.5 if HSI images were used for classification. Average F-score values increased up to 0.544 and 0.614 (for the 2015 and 2016 missions, respectively). In the last case, nearly every two out of three trees were identified correctly. Once again, the Norway maple and small-leaved lime were the best classified species. The F-scores for horse chestnut and box elder increased using 64 band HSI images compared with the 16 band case; however, the improvement of silver birch and black locust classifications were minor, leaving those two species with the lowest F-scores. For the 2016 HSI images, silver birch and black locust were the species most frequently intermixed with each other (11–17% of cases); 15% of black locust and 12% of horse chestnut tree crowns were wrongly classified as Norway maple, 18% of silver birch and 13% of horse chestnut tree crows were wrongly classified as small-leaved lime, and 10% of box elder crowns were wrongly classified as silver birch. Otherwise, omission and commission errors for individual species were below 10%. The use of spectral features extracted for the same crowns from HSI and CIR images together improved classification accuracies of some tree species only slightly; however, when spectral properties from HSI and CIR images acquired in 2016 were fused, silver birch and box elder identification had reduced F-scores compared to the HSI case.

Table 5. Species-specific classification accuracies (achieved using multilayer perceptron and all extracted spectral features as the inputs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Images</th>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>F-Score by Tree Species</th>
<th>Norway Maple</th>
<th>Small-Leaved Lime</th>
<th>Horse Chestnut</th>
<th>Silver Birch</th>
<th>Box Elder</th>
<th>Black Locust</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nikon colour-infrared images</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rikola hyperspectral images</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused hyperspectral and colour-infrared data</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the last case, nearly every two out of three trees were identified correctly. Once again, the Norway maple and small-leaved lime were the best classified species. The $F$-scores for horse chestnut and box elder increased using 64 band HSI images compared with the 16 band case; however, the improvement of silver birch and black locust classifications were minor, leaving those two species with the lowest $F$-scores. For the 2016 HSI images, silver birch and black locust were the species most frequently intermixed with each other (11–17% of cases); 15% of black locust and 12% of horse chestnut tree crowns were wrongly classified as Norway maple, 18% of silver birch and 13% of horse chestnut tree crowns were wrongly classified as small-leaved lime, and 10% of box elder crowns were wrongly classified as silver birch. Otherwise, omission and commission errors for individual species were below 10%. The use of spectral features extracted for the same crowns from HSI and CIR images together improved classification accuracies of some tree species only slightly; however, when spectral properties from HSI and CIR images acquired in 2016 were fused, silver birch and box elder identification had reduced $F$-scores compared to the HSI case.

Table 5. Species-specific classification accuracies (achieved using multilayer perceptron and all extracted spectral features as the inputs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Images Mission</th>
<th>F-Score by Tree Species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norway Maple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikon colour-infrared images 2015</td>
<td>0.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rikola hyperspectral images 2015</td>
<td>0.617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused hyperspectral and colour-infrared data 2015</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Spatial pattern of correct and not correct classifications using all extracted spectral features from Nikon colour-infrared images (left) and Rikola hyperspectral images (right) and multilayer perceptron.

4. Discussion

Direct comparison of achieved results of the tree species classification with other relevant studies is rather difficult due to the specificity of the study, including objects of interest, data acquisition, processing techniques, overall objectives of investigations, etc. Generally, the overall classification accuracies achieved here (63% at best) were somewhat poorer than, e.g., the 80–90% reported for identification of different numbers of tree species in the forest environment and the use of more advantageous hyperspectral imaging techniques, including the fusion of different remotely sensed data sources [35,39,45,75–78]. However, the choice of tree species to be analysed in our study could have automatically resulted in poorer overall classification accuracies. We considered six deciduous tree species. The differences in spectral reflectance properties among deciduous species are usually reported to be smaller than between deciduous and coniferous [79–81]. An example of mean spectra of all six deciduous tree species is presented in Figure 4. It is based on averaged pixel means of the 64-band HSI image inside the zones corresponding to crown projections. Low and similar among species reflectance values are observed in the visible part of the spectrum. Differences among the average reflectance values of species increase in near-infrared, as does the variance of crown-level means. Both species in the genus, Acer (Norway maple and box elder), have relatively large reflectance in the near-infrared portion, while the reflectance of small-leaved lime and horse chestnut is relatively the lowest. The potential to separate Scots pine, Norway spruce, and deciduous tree species considered as one class (i.e., not the individual deciduous tree species) using conventions for Lithuanian forest and urban green space inventories' colour infrared aerial photos was reported previously [82]. Thus, we did not include coniferous tree species in our investigations, even though they could provide sufficient samples for investigations.
The species-specific classification results for the best performing case were in the range of 51–72\% (based on the F-scores), with an average value of 61\%. These results are similar to the results reported in the most compatible, however, still technologically superior, studies by, e.g., references [35] or [83]. The average classification accuracy of broadleaved deciduous identification among 15 broadleaved species on AVIRIS images was 74\%. The second study reported the average user’s accuracy of six mainly deciduous tree species to be 61\%; however, this was done using airborne multisensory data. The accuracies achieved in our study are better than the ones in reference [84], who tested the pixel-level classification with different HSI data pre-treatment approaches using the same images. The classification of seven slightly different tree species (with two coniferous species using a support vector machine) resulted in an overall classification accuracy of 46\% with species-specific classification accuracies in the range of 17–62\%.

A variety of classification algorithms have been discussed in other similar studies. Nowadays, deep learning is considered as a promising tool in the remote sensing image processing domain [85], however, such technique remains time consuming and training data are demanding compared to standard machine learning algorithms [47,49]. Thus, non-deep learning techniques still offer a good compromise in terms of ease of implementation and efficiency compared to deep learning ones. Among the machine-learning classifiers, the multilayer perceptron, when tested, has usually been reported to be the best performing approach [39,46]. The multilayer perceptron classification algorithm resulted in the best classification results also in our study. Using the RandomForest algorithm, the overall classification accuracies of CIR images were 16–21\% and those of HSI images were 12–19\% lower than with the multilayer perceptron, while the performance of the other three algorithms was poorer by approximately 30\%. Similarly, as in reference [46], which inspired much of our methodological approach, no classification improvement was achieved using a selection of spectral features, i.e., all spectral features extracted resulted in the relatively best classification performance. Multilayer perceptron, especially when all spectral features were used, required a relatively larger processing time compared with other approaches (dozens of minutes vs. seconds using an ordinary office computer); however, we considered this limitation to be insignificant compared with the aircraft and image pre-processing times involved. Generally, the hyperspectral images resulted in better and usually statistically significant tree species classification than the CIR images. Even though the use of spectral
properties extracted from HSI and CIR images together in the classification did not improve the accuracies significantly, we considered further imaging using two cameras, i.e., HSI and CIR/RGB, without using the CIR or RGB images for classification. This does not increase significantly the aircraft time (see later) nor the image processing time; however, panchronatically pan-sharpened HSI mosaics using the finer spatial resolution CIR images (Figure 5) facilitate human-based field inventories and validation.

![Figure 5. Examples of mosaics produced using images acquired in 2015: (a) HSI image, pixel size 0.7 m, R—Band 15 (WL852.71 nm), FWHM 14, G—Band 9 (WL703.02 nm), FWHM 9, B—Band 3 (WL553.46 nm), FWHM 9; (b) CIR image, pixel size 0.2 m, R—NIR band (~750–940 nm), G—Red band (~560–760 nm), B—Green band (~470–630 nm); and (c) panchromatically pan-sharpened HSI image using the CIR mosaic as a panchromatic image.](image)

The larger number of HSI bands (64) in the 2016 mission was due to a technical upgrade of the Rikola camera. This number refers to the maximal technical capacity of the camera under the square frame configuration. The 2015 mission was completed nearly two months earlier in the season. The majority of researchers have described the impact of the season on the spectral separation ability of tree species and the accuracies of classification using spectral data [2,27,86–88]. Changes in the spectral properties of tree leaves during the season were observed also in Lithuania [81,89]; however, they did not significantly influence the pattern of deciduous tree separation ability during July–September. Additionally, we tried to preserve the bands by using nearly the same central wavelength as in 2015 when planning the spectral settings for the 2016 mission. The health status of observed trees did not change notably during 2015–2016; thus, we explain the slightly better performance of the 2016 HSI data by the larger number of spectral bands used. Even though the improvement of the classification accuracy was not statistically significant, we aim to capture the maximum amount of HSI bands in the future, especially when the automatic co-registration of different spectral bands of the same cube using the tools provided by the camera manufacturer performs well.

Nevertheless, using 64 bands instead of 16 required a correspondingly larger memory card. HSI image data, acquired using the Rikola camera, are recorded on the memory card to pre-allocated files, e.g., 1905 pre-allocated files fit on a 64 GB memory card. The whole cube of 16 bands may be recorded to one pre-allocated file; however, four such files are needed to store 64 band cubes. Assuming that some images need to be captured on the ground (including capturing the dark reference image), a maximum of 1900 16-band images vs. 470 64-band images may be recorded on a 64 GB memory card. The maximum card capacity allowed by the Rikola camera is 128 GB, setting the limitation for the endurance of one imaging flight mission, as the memory card may be replaced on the ground using the current imaging solution. Our test area was chosen to be manageable with one flight mission.

The use of ultra-light aircraft could be considered a potential alternative to UAVs, and high-performance aerial imaging solutions, if specific applications were targeted. Our previous findings suggest that the ultralight-aviation strategy is cost effective for orthophoto mapping when the solid project area is less than 20,000–30,000 ha [57]. To discuss the influence of alternative imaging equipment and settings on the performance in urban green space related inventories, we covered only solutions with the Rikola hyperspectral camera included—originally developed for a rotor-wing UAV system, the ULA system and a solution with the same equipment as for the ULA, were installed on a Cessna 172 aircraft. Some key aircraft performance characteristics are displayed in Figure 6.
If provided, characteristics for the CIR sensor assume independent imaging using a Nikon D800E camera with 28 mm lenses, i.e., without the Rikola camera. When the Rikola and Nikon D800E cameras were operated together, the flight used to be set according to the requirements for Rikola, i.e., they were too redundant for the Nikon D800E. The image resolution options here were directly related to the flying altitudes. The finest resolution was associated with the lowest flying altitude (the first point on the image for each platform if moving from the left to right), which, for UAVs, was equal to 120 m, or the maximum allowable altitude following legal regulations for UAVs in Lithuania. The three other points refer to altitudes of 150, 200, and 250 m, which are possible if certain flying conditions are coordinated with authorities. The finest resolution or lowest flying altitude for the ULA and Cessna 172 aircraft were based on the shortest frame interval, which was 4 s here. Thus, the flying altitudes for ULA were 600, 800, 1000, and 1500 m and, for the Cessna 172, 800, 1000, 1500, and 2000 m, respectively. Higher altitudes for UAVs are not discussed due to technical ceiling limitations. The limiting high-altitude factors for manned aircrafts include the excessively coarse image resolution for individual crown identification.

Figure 6. Performance characteristics to conduct aerial imaging of 4000 ha reference area using different equipment and flight settings: (a) Aircraft movement during the exposure and image pixels relevant for the HSI sensor; (b) total number of images with 50% side and 70% forward overlaps; (c) total flying time; and (d) total flying costs. Note: A logarithmic scale for the Y-axis is used in (b,c).

The same number of HSI (and CIR) images would need to be captured to cover the reference area using a ULA or Cessna 172, suggesting similar image processing costs. Nevertheless, the flying time needed would be less with the Cessna 172 than the ULA due to the larger aircraft velocity. However, if taking into consideration the 1 h flying costs with a Bekas X32 ULA and the Cessna 172 (provided by a private company, which operates both aircrafts), the total price of aerial imaging flights over the 4000 ha area with the ULA with the same image resolution would be 17–25% less than using the Cessna 172. However, aircraft movement during the exposition would be notably larger on images acquired using the Cessna 172 than the ULA (by 50% on 0.66 m resolution images). This would potentially increase the problem with non-aligned spectral bands within the same cube, potentially disabling
automatic co-registration as performed in the current study. The extremely large number of images acquired and flying times/costs involved make the UAV approach hardly realistic for mapping areas of an order of several thousand hectares and achieving resolutions that are not needed in the context of green space inventories in urban environments. One could expect the performance of fixed wing-type UAVs to be somewhere between the rotor-wing UAV discussed here and the ULA; however, we did not discuss this option due to UAV flight restrictions without direct visual contact in Lithuania. In addition to the number of UAV images involving proportionally larger pre-processing times, the limitation of any small format aerial photography should be considered—namely, the relatively small land area covered by a single image and a limited number of distinguishing objects for photogrammetric processing [90]. The acquisition of CIR images would only involve lower flying costs. The image processing time would also be significantly reduced as some procedures, like co-registration and radiometric calibration, could be skipped or made less time consuming. However, the user would need to accept the lower information potential of the CIR images compared to HSI, thus questioning the advantages of CIR images over current operational solutions.

5. Conclusions

The inventories of urban green spaces in Lithuania are based nowadays on the use of true colour (since several years ago—also colour infrared) orthophoto maps, which are produced within the frames of general orthophoto mapping projects, and are supposed to meet the requirements of many users with different applications and interests. The solution proposed in this paper enables the inventories to order remotely sensed materials specifically adopted for their aims and with an enhanced information content. First of all, this study demonstrated the successful installation and simultaneous use of a frame-type hyperspectral Rikola camera and Nikon D800E camera, which was converted and reconfigured to capture in the NIR (770–950 nm), red + NIR (550–850 nm), and green + NIR (530–630 nm) bands, on-board manned ultra-light aircraft. The imaging and data processing systems, which are relatively cheap to acquire and operate, resulted in urban tree species identification accuracies that are compatible with the ones achieved by other researchers applying more technically advanced techniques. Moderate classification accuracies were achieved of the identification of six urban deciduous tree species (silver birch, horse chestnut, Norway maple, box elder, small-leaved lime, and black locust) using hyperspectral images and the best performing classification algorithm (multilayer perceptron). The overall classification accuracy was 63% and Cohen’s Kappa was 0.54. The species-specific harmonic means of producer’s and user’s accuracies for the best performing case were in the range of 51–72%. Out of five tested machine learning classifiers, the multilayer perceptron resulted in the relatively highest classification accuracies. We did not manage to improve the accuracies of pre-selecting the spectral features extracted from the images prior to the classification, i.e., all extracted features were used, including the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation values of pixels inside the zones defined by crown projections in all image bands, resulting in the best performance.

Hyperspectral and colour-infrared images were simultaneously acquired using the tested imaging solution with the processing times to get photogrammetric products ready for extracting spectral properties from colour-infrared images being notably less than those from the hyperspectral images. However, the use of hyperspectral images resulted in a significantly better tree species classification ability. The simultaneous use of spectral properties extracted from hyperspectral and colour infrared images in the classification improved the accuracy for the 2015 image, while no improvements were noticed for the 2016 image. These results are encouraging and prove the usefulness of an additional source of information in the mapping process. In parallel, we considered the use of future acquisitions using two cameras to produce panchromatically pan-sharpened hyperspectral mosaics using the finer spatial resolution colour-infrared images. The two test imaging missions conducted in 2015 and 2016 differed in the number of spectral bands recorded by the hyperspectral Rikola camera, which corresponded to the technical ability of the sensor at the moment of use. Classifications using
hyperspectral data cubes with 64 bands resulted in relatively larger accuracies than using cubes with 16 bands. Nevertheless, the classification error matrices were not statistically different.

We suggest that the use of ultra-light aircraft may be a winning alternative to unmanned aerial vehicles and high performance aerial imaging solutions if the area to be flown is in the range of thousands of hectares. This advantage becomes more obvious if the use of the frame-type Rikola hyperspectral camera is assumed. Considering urban green space inventory-related demands for hyperspectral imaging, the key arguments for the use of ultra-light aircrafts as the platform for the sensors discussed are low flying speed minimizing the problem of non-aligned spectral bands within the same cube, but still being sufficient to cover areas significantly larger than affordable for unmanned aerial vehicles with relatively low operation costs. We fully accept that the current findings are much focused on designing the imaging system and processing the images generated by the proposed system, therefore, there are numerous methodological questions requiring further investigation, including the mapping methodologies and the potential improvements that could be brought to them. The work could be extended to exploring other classification algorithms, in particular, deep learning ones, and additional solutions for fusing hyperspectral and colour-infrared images to improve the mapping accuracy. Collecting more ground reference material would enable discussion of other species and other tree characteristics, e.g., the health conditions and development of trees. Finally, conducting a more in depth discussion of the scientific and managerial solutions is needed to make ultra-light aircraft-based hyperspectral imaging truly operational in inventories of urban green spaces or to expand it to other fields of application.
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Appendix A

Parameters used with different classification methods in Weka v3.8.2 software.

Naive Bayes:
- The number of decimal places to be used for the output of numbers in the model (numDecimalPlaces)—2;
- Use a kernel estimator for numeric attributes rather than a normal distribution (useKernelEstimator)—False.

k-nearest neighbours (IBk in Weka):
- The number of neighbours to use (KNN)—10;
- Identification whether hold-one-out cross-validation will be used to select the best k value between 1 and the value specified as the KNN parameter (crossValidate)—False;
- The distance weighting method used (distanceWeighting)—No distance weighting;
- Identification whether the mean squared error is used rather than mean absolute error when doing cross-validation for regression problems (meanSquared)—False;
- The nearest neighbour search algorithm to use (nearestNeighbourSearchAlgorithm)—EuclideanDistance;
- The maximum number of instances allowed in the training pool (windowSize)—0 (i.e., no limit to the number of training instances).

RandomForest:
- Size of each bag, as a percentage of the training set size (bagSizePercent)—100;
- Identification whether to break ties randomly when several attributes look equally good (breakTiesRandomly)—False;
- The maximum depth of the tree (maxDepth)—0 (i.e., unlimited);
The number of randomly chosen attributes (numFeatures)—0 (i.e., int (log_2(#predictors) + 1) is used); The number of iterations to be performed (numIterations)—100; The random number of seeds to be used (seed)—1. Multilayer Perceptron: The amount the weights are updated (learningRate)—0.3; Momentum applied to the weights during updating (momentum)—0.2; The number of epochs to train through (trainingTime)—500; The percentage size of the validation set (validationSetSize)—0 (i.e., no validation set used, the network was trained for the specified number of epochs); The normalization of attributes (normalizeAttributes)—True; The number of seeds used to initialize the random number generator (seed)—0; The validation threshold to terminate the validation (validationThreshol)—20; The number of hidden layers of the neural network (hiddenLayers)—estimated as (Number of features + Number of classes)/2.

C 4.5 (J48 in Weka): Identification whether parts are removed that do not reduce training error (collapseTree)—True; The confidence factor used for pruning (confidenceFactor)—0.25; The minimum number of instances per leaf (minNumObj)—2; The amount of data used for reduced-error pruning (numFolds)—3; Identification whether reduced-error pruning is used instead of C.4.5 pruning (reducedErrorPruning)—False; Identification whether to consider the subtree raising operation when pruning (subtreeRaising)—True; Identification whether pruning is performed (unpruned)—False; Identification whether counts at leaves are smoothed based on Laplace (useLaplace)—False.
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